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UNIVERSAL X-GRIP ® CRADLE FOR IPAD PRO
& 12 INCH TABLETS WITH OR WITHOUT A
CASE OR SKIN

Cena brutto 449,25 zł

Cena netto 365,23 zł

Numer katalogowy 21671030

Kod producenta RAM-HOL-UN11

Kod EAN/Wewnętrzny 5900000004037

Opis produktu
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

The new X-Grip ® RAM product line has just become bigger and better. This new model is exactly what you are looking for to
accommodate your favorite tablet. Just like the devices for which it was created, it's all you need and nothing you don't need.
Simple in opening and closing, the X-Grip ® spring RAM leaves the outer edge of the tablet almost completely free from
annoying obstacles. The soft rubber fingers attach sufficient strength to make the tablet safe. Compatible with a wide range of
mounting solutions, the tablet will certainly find a home, no matter where it takes you to travel.

The RAM handle-HOL-UN11 expands and shrinks to perfect fit of most 10-and 12-inch tablets with or without sleeves, as well
as some smaller tablets. This RAM ® handle consists of a composite spring handle, the folded arms gripping and the
additional support of the lower support bracket.

Compatible devices (with or without enclosure):

Apple iPad Pro

Microsoft Surface Pro 3

Samsung Galaxy Note ® Pro 12.2

Most 12-screen Tablets

X-Grip ® handle dimensions:

Minimum width = 184 mm

Maximum width = 222 mm

Maximum length (NO extra support) = Unrestricted

Maximum length (with additional subpores) = 260 mm

Depth = 22 mm

X-Grip ® handle features:

 Spring handle expands and shrinds to perfect tablet fit

Rubber tips will keep your tablet stable and stable

grip versatility allows to attach to multiple handles 1 "
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Socket technology allows for multiple adjustment angles and tablet articulations

Easy access knobs on the back of the handle allow for quick release of the tablet

Multiple access points to install from the rear

Additional support maintainer at the bottom

Full access to all ports

Lifetime Warranty

Produced in USA.

Material: Marine-class powder-painted, marine-class stainless steel components, and high-strength composites.
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